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The Maine Woman’s Christian
A small, but enthusiastic audi hats trimmed while
Temperance Union ‘held an '• all ence
(
was in attendance at the
YOU WAIT
day meeting at the camp-grpund at Democratic rally in Mousam OpOld Orchard yesterday, August era house last evening.
Ifith.
Mr. Fred Titcomb acted as the The cold Fall days
4t|Mrs. Althea G. Quimby, presi- ,chairman in the absehçè/of Mr.
__
dent of the State W. C. T. U. pre Norton, and introduced ‘ the first
sided. The opening devotional ,speaker of the evening, Lamonte will soon be with us,
services were conducted by Rev. A. Stevens of Wells, who is a can
Alexander Hamilton of Old Orch- jdidate for ..State senator. Mr. and we have a most
aid. Mrs. Mary E. Sanderson of ;Stevens explained the issues of the
Quebec, treasurer of the World’s .state campaign and told what had
W; C. T. U. told of the progress been done in the state by the Demo
mfade toward prohibition in Can- ;cratic party thé last two years.
Scare the bluesaway—OF—
ada. The work is done by provin
Chairman Titcomb next intro
In fact there is
.
gs and public sentiment is strong ,duced Frank H. «Haskell of Port
no beiter way I
¿.nd continuously increasing.
land, who told of being here be
j Mrs. Richardson, president of fore
:
as a Progressive a>d explained
New Hampshire W. C. T. U. told of why he was now appearing at a
the temperance work being done by ' Democratic rally as a speaker. Mr.
IAJHEN the blues attack a fellow
the yoùng people in educational, Haskell stated'that he considered for your benefit
church and temperance organiza that the Democratic p£rty was the
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the first thing they do is to
tions. She spoke of the Chatauqua only progressive party of today?
30, 5 7 27 14 4 League, the, Christian Endeavor, He showed whereby the Democrats Call and see the New
the Y.*M._;C. A., Young peoples’ had put into effect several meas
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Styles.
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that sort of a plan by eating good,
Lombard, 2b
4 0 0 1 1 0 ed, conducted by Mrs. Julia E; four years ago.
Cook, If . .. .
3 1 0 2 1 0 Wells, State Superintendent6' of
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pure foods, and this is the plaice to
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with enthusiasm as the next speak
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G. St. John, 3b .3 0 0 2 0 • 0 were the contestants. They were nesslike as possible.
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He illustrated a few of the
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the benefit of the public.; He stat
Madam Lazzah Barakat of Phila ed, that his administration had been
delphia,
National
Evangelist
then
Department Store,
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.Jj.ér standpoint as a missionary. for investigation.
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Monday night at six the Twi She pleaded not so much for the
Governor Curtis brought his ad
light League players and fans gath heathen in other lands as for the dress tosa close by setting forth
Biddeford
ered to witness the final events of heathen in' America. She empha- the fittness of the several candi
the season and help close it with , sized the need for action. , The dates on the Democratic ticket.
due ceremony.
time demands hot only Christians
The last speaker of the evening
The last event was the baseball who preach and pray, but Christ was Assistant Attorney General
game between the Counter Shop ians who live and apt and^vote as Samuel. F. Graham. Mr. Graham
and the All-Stars. Perhaps the they preach.
talked on national issues and ex7
less said about the game the more' The afternoon session was ad- piairied several national questions.
Genuine Lightning
pleasant for the All-Stars. ’ TThe dressèd by Mrs. Lucia Faxon AdCounter Shop put over ten runs in diton of Oregon, who vividly set
y2 pint, a doz ......... . .90c
13TH CO. NOTES
AT THE
the first ihning and the All-Stars’ 'forth they advantages which had
. .95c
did not have a come back.
come to hër state since the inPints, a dez ........
Following the game a tug of war stallation of Constitutional prohi
Regular drill and fire control Quarts, a doz ......... $1.00
was held with nine of Kennebunk’s ; bition. Wages which were former- drilLFriday evening.
$1.50
2 quarts, a doz.........
strong men oil each end.. This ev^' Uy swallowed up in the saloon now
—o— X
ent was very exciting and furnish go to feed-and clothe wife and
Non
commissioned
officers
ed much interest.
children. The benefit df prohibi school Thursday evening.
Following this event a few base-’tion is felt everywhere in the imBALL IDEAL
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.
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Quarts,
a
doz
where they mounted a special car accomplished and more under way
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for Stone Haven, Maine, where which will augment the prosperity
Orders for camp will be receiv 2 quarts, a doz
$1.20
they were to contest a banquet for of that already prosperous state. ed in a day or so, the date being
and MONDAY,
existence. At 8:80 p. -m. Stone
Rev. Wm.. Bartlett of Lewiston, set from September 14 to the 23rd
Haven, Maine, was really bn the gave the second address of the af inclusive.
QUEEN
map. Sixty-five of the Twilight ternoon. He told of conditions in
leageurs sat at the banquet, each orir state which should make each
A square white glass Jar
Private John Davis has been ap
marvelling . over his badge and supporter of otir Maine law more pointed observer. Private Stanton
cigar, which was found beside1 his determined to oppose and thwart Stevens will take Private Davis’ Quarts, a doz ........... .75c
the influence of the liquor traffic place in the gun crew.
plate. 'The menu consisted of:
Steamed Glams
, Fried Clams There is a continual effort made by
the liquor business to establishan
Plain Lobster
ECONOMY
A large delegation of the 13th
Potato Chips
illegal trade in Maine and to make
Company took part in the parade 2 Quarts, a doz .............. $1.35
Crackers
Cheese the prohibitionary law a farce.
Dr. Bartlett believes that there this afternbon, for the benefit of
Ice Cream
Cake
is need for stalwart, Christianity, the Community House. They left
Coffee
The service was very sàtisfac- for thé Christian sbldier who dares qn the 12.55 car for the Port.
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tory.". During the whole evening; to meet and smite every form of
(Screw Caps.)
the .Counter Shop team, „ or the■ evil whether found in high of low
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champions distinguished theirisel-. places.
Adjutant General to the Inspector Pints, a doz .........,.... .35c
yes with their cheering.
Mrs. Georgia Shepard Vaill had of small arms practice, to look over
Mr. Henry Parsons, the man who• charge of the music and gave sev- the different sights offered in Ken 2 Quarts, a doz ......... .$1.00
made the Twilight League possible• eral selections-which added much nebunk for an out-door rifle range. Economy Caps, a doz ... .. .20c
by giving the town of Kennebunk: tQ the interest and inspiration of
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Economy Clamps, a doz .... IQc
; the playground was' guest of honor., the meetings.
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and
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ex

not have such a chance for a long time
who opened the league served as
aminations; Lieut. Stevens the
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toastmaster. Mr. Bourne read
JAR RUBBERS
basic and emplacement examina
The W. P. M. club held their tions, called for in general orders
some very interesting telegrams to
Respectfully,
again
All
Kinds,
a doz ...... 5c & 10c
the managers from 'notables as fair Thursday August 10th at-the No. 2, of the War Department, held
great as John Coombs.
Neighborhood Hall afternoon and at Portland under direction of reg
At the
Willis E. Watson responded for evening. The ■ following ladies ular army officers.
Daylight
ihe Clerks and explained some of were placed in charge of the tables,
JELLY TUMBLERS
the chills of the cellar and spirit Fancy articles : Mrs. Arthur Lit
tlefield, Mrs. John Somers.
24c and'80c a doz.
in which the clerks lost.
r C. E. Richardson for the Leather Food table : Mrs. É. K. Went
bids, explained that even if their worth, Mrs. R. L. Webber.
team did. not win they had fought . Tèa table : Mrs. Q. O. Perkins,
“EYES OF THE WORLD”
■ well arid that at pne time the great Mrs. Clarence Hubbard, Misses
; <ry. was ‘‘if, we can only beat the Alice Wentworth and Lillian Am
By Harold Bell Wright, just out
erò.
Leatheriods.” .
in the 50c edition.
Candy: Mrs. J. L. White, Mrs.
Arthur H. Hayes who was to
Dr. George Gilman Wheeler
respond for the Goodalls was ab- Horace Furbish, Miss Anna Amerò.
and you needed a new pair
. sent and his position was affeptul- ~ Flowers : Mrs. C. E.,Currier, Mrs.
ly fillbd by Johnny 'Nedeaii, who Gowen Moulton, Mrs. William
would you buy
believes tfie Goodalls would have Yorke/
the cheapest or. thé best ?
won if Fatty Young hadn’t broke yPàintiiigs: Miss Gora York.
. Harvard Sq.. Cambridge, Mass.
Ice-Cream: Mrs. H. H. Walsh, THINK IT OVER
his left hand bat;
Wallace Hatch explained why Mrs. Benj. Watson.
and apply
> Fish Bond : Mrs. Ralph Walker, _ the same rule to glasses.
the high school lost out.
Summer Office
Dr. A. C. Merrimari compared all M^ssl Harriet Somers,
“Calder’s Orchestra” furnished
the members of the business men’s
WANTED HAND BRAIDED
On the road to th* Point
Pergola Building
team to some part of an automo- music for dancing for the evening.
RUG MAKERS. Continuous home
TEL. 168
. Kennebunkport/ Maine
The
fair
was
a
success
in
every
ybile for instance ; Jones was the
employment. New material fur
j horn and Manager Balch was the way. About $150.00 was; cleared
nished and good prices paid. For
Optometrist
and
Optician
by*the
ladies
in
charge
of
the
event.
driver.
particulars address Phelps and
Miss Addie Yorke returned from
• ■ L. G. Smith responded for the
Pinkham, Dept. H, 67 Union St.,
BIDDEFORD,.MAINE
champions and told of the spirit in Somersworth Thursday.
Portland, Maine.
Jul26 6t
Mrs. Ethel Littlefield and Laura
which the pennant was taken.
FOR
SALE
Mr. Parsons, Mr. Rogers, arid White were Biddeford visitors on
FOR SALE
Mr. Cobb all gave enthusiastic Friday.
Mrs. Fred Wells of the Town
toasts..
House of seven rooms with sta
Three walunt marble top antique
After the banquet music was House visited her father George
ble, electric lights, bath room, set chamber suits, piano finish per
furnished by the Twilight Orches York Thursday.
Several from this vicinity at tubs., Shade and fruit trees, shrubs fect as when new of a beautiful de
Boot and Shoe Repairing by the aid of modern machinery tra and smokes were enjoyed.'
'Everybody enjoybd the ride tended the Olympiàn club on Sat strawberries, raspberries and sign, one other nice suit, one fur
Custom Work; Ladies’ Shoes a Specialty. Shoe Pol home.
nace for sale, nearly new, has not
Ed. Lahar lead off with the urday.
Mrs. Har-vey Dobley and three blackberry plants, an acre or more, been used but very little, one nice
singing and it was here-when first
ishing Parlor. Open Half-a-day Sundays.
they learned that Fatty Neadeau children of Malden, Mass., are vis of gerund. Particulars at this 6f- parlor suit, nice and new, enquire
of, Dr. Colby, Harvey street, Ken
yvas champion bun eater. It is said; iting her parents, Mr. and Mrs. O ’ J fice.
Aug2-3tpd
nebunk, Me.
R. Barney.
\
KENNEBUNK, MAINE that he consumed 14 rolls.
MAIN STREET

The K. A. A baseball team lost
a fast and interesting contest on
Saturday when they were,beaten by
the Woodfords A. C.
It was a fast game with an ex
citing ending. t The local bunch
gathered a run in the third and one
in the seventh and finally in the
ninth found three men but were,
not able, to locate the big one which
would tie the score;KENNEBUNK
ABRBHPO A E
Cole, 2b ...... 4 1 1 3 2 1
Barker, ss ?. t. .5 0 3 2 3 0
S. St. John, c . .3 0 0 6
0
Cobb, 3b ......4 0 1 3 3 1
Davis, cf . .... .3 0 0 1 0 0
Lamontague, Jf ,4 0 0 1 0 0
Lunge", lb .....? 2
7 .2:- 2
Barber, rf
2 2 1 0, o 0
Mosser, p
3 0 1 4 3 0

Attractive line

LS Fall Hats

Morrill's Hat Shop

A. M. SEAVEY

I. L Evans & Co

Fruit Jars

Daylight Store,

AUGUST 18th, 19th and 21st

Special lot $1.1 Shirts, $1,15
$1.00 Shirts,
50c. Shirts,

DRESSER,

If
Eyes
Could be
Purchased

DENTIST

T, I. EVANS & CO.

Littlefield

JOSEPH D’ASCANIO

KENNEBUNK ENTERPRISE, KENNEBUNK, ME,
Don’t grumble if your paper is
not always flush up to the high
standard of your ideals. Charit
ably remember/that no editor is
capable of getting up quite as good
a paper as you could yourself.
Devoted to the General Interests
. There are times in the work of a
newspaper, mari when he must be
of York County
controlled by his sympathies for
Printed at the office of the
the innocent ones in the publica
The Enterprise Press
tion of news. This paper bows to
the inévitable in such cases and is
$1.00 willing to accept the criticism of
One Year, in Advance
.25 soriie if good is accomplished and
Three Months ;
aching hearts are Saved further
Single Copies 3 Cents
pain.
KENNEBUNK ENTERPRISE
ANNIE JOYCE ÇREDIFORD
Editor and Publisher

THE DANISH WEST INDIES

THE SIMPLICITY THAT
IS IN CHRIST

Dr. King Will Not
Hurt You

The price of islands has increas
ed with everything else. Th^ Dan
ish West Indies -Were considered
Any one who will look out intel
worth, inclusive of 'Commissions,
fivd millions of dollars in 1901, ligently on the world today will adwhen Captain Christman conduct mit that'one of the chief character
No matter how nervous you are er how sensitive
ed the negotiations for their sale,
your teeth may be, if you want to have them fixed and
to the United States. The price istics of modern times is the im
not be hurt in the least, come to my office and let me
pròve that dentistry as I practice it i’s
which the United States stands mense complication of human ar
ready to pay if the treaty which
had just been negotiated is.ratified rangements. Since the 'dawn of
is twenty-five millions, five mil
lions more than the purchase price history there has been a steady
of the Philippines under the treaty breaking away from the simplcity
DR. T. J. KING
of Paris.
Advertising Rates made known on
Special Opening Inducements TITat Hare Never Been
TOO CRITICAL
Materially, 'commercially ag of the primitive^ man, the change
riculturally, the islands are not being particularly noticable dur
application’ . Equalled in This City.
A first class printing plant in con There are people, who if they worth it; strategically and po ing the last thirty tc/forty years,
These teeth are the regu
litically they are worth their
lar $15 kind, and are a bona
nection. All work done prompt hear ah organ, find out at- once weight
fide saving to you of $7
in gold. If Denmark should -during which period the tendancy
If
which
are
the.
poorest
stops,
over the price charged
ly and in up-to-date style.
they listen to a great speaker, they follow Schleswig-Holstein some .has been manifesting' itself in a
yo by other dentists. ■ '
The ENTERPRISE can always reriiember nothing but some slip in day, with her would go the Danish
If Holland were regular geometrical problem. The
be found on sale at the following the construction of a sentence, the West Indies.
PORCELAIN OR GOLD FILLINGS,
GOLD CROWNS
$4.50
. $1.50
transferred
to
some
great Europ pace has been constantly accel-.
consistency
of
a-metaphor,
or
the
GOLD FILLINGS
$1 UP
places:
OTHER FILLINGS
\ ■ W c UP
BRIDGE WORK
$4.50
evolutions of an argument. While ean power, with her would go Cur erating arid we are apt to wonder
PAINLESS EXTRACTING FREE.
acao, just as would go Sumatra, whither all this change will lead
■ Kennebunk--E. A. Bodge, G. H, their friends ar% admiring the Borneo.
and Java in the Orient, and
Don’t
wealth and beauty of a tree whose
Brown, V. G. Fiske
us. Efforts to escape, in some way
branches are weighed down with Dutch Guiana in South America.
West Kennebunk—E. C. Webber fruit, they have discovered a soli One possible point of friction un from the thraldom of thèse com
Bin Old
Kennebunkport—E. C. Miller
tary bough lost in the gôlden af- der the Monroe’Doctrine will be plications of human existance have
siy.e
Cape Porpoise—Helen F. Ward fluence^on, which nothing is hang removed by the transfer of the made in the direction of such ex
Danish West Indies to the Ameri
ing.
Teeth
Wells—Harley Moulton
can flag. «Wg need them because periments as the “simple life’’
Ogunquit—W. F. Cousens
we
do
riot
want
anyone
else
to
get
is
the
only
It
has
awalys
been
easy
to
recognize
artificial teeth in
though there are those who say,
TORN BY DISSENTIONS
«4.50* where gol d the mouth but now, by the use of Dr. Kii
them. As a'naval base in the«
Landing—H. C. Newton’s store
g’s “Natural
that
the
“
simple
life
”
is
really
ex

crowns
and
teeth
without
plates
hands of a foreign pow6r St.
<4un>” a set of teeth can be made which will defy detec
(undetectable from natural ones)
A comunity torn by dissentions, Thomas would be much too near tremely complicated and that, far
tion. Ordinarily ani?extra charge of $5 is niàde, for
are inserted* positively without
rent asunder by strife and conten- for comfort to Puerto Rico, Guan
the Natural Gum but for a short time no charge will be
Wednesday, August 16, 1916.
tioiv—the people ready always to tanamo, the Panairia Canal and the from drawing thought away from
made.
fly at each other’s throats on ac entire South Atlantic seaboard, material arrangements, it does lit
count
of
rivalry
and
petty'jealous

rind that power might be able to tle more than concentrate it all the
They’re off.
ies—dan never hope to- Succeed. hold at its mercy the commerce of
DR. THOriAS JEFFERSON KINO
more firmly on them.
The
universal
brotherhood
of
man
the Carribean sea and pfissibly of
Democratic speakers startéd the
169 MAIN ST. BIDDEFORP, Phone 56 R.
The fact is that all processes of
ball rolling in the fall campaign at is constantly fieferred and the need the North Atlantic..
of time will appear before this
9 A. M.'to 8, P. M. Sundays by appointment. Nuçse in attendahce.Frèn ch Spoken.
Germany has Always thrown her human arrangement present a, com
the town hall last evening.
great desderatum can be brought influence in Denmark against the
plication which is in proportion to
On > August 21, the Republicans about, unless man shall be brought acquisition of the islands by the
will hold their initial rally and the to a realization of this, his domin United States, and Germany’s in the effort expended on them. When
battle for the political plums of ant weakness. Let, him inquire-— fluence has always been sufficient one thinks of the immense organi
Again, she tells us in thi^-text are exchanged for the .abiding har
to prevent a bargain. The harbor zation entajled by one modern army
1916 will then be a beatftiful fight “Who is my neighbor?”
of Charlotte Amalia is not as good
up to the last trench.
book
(pp. 380-381), “EveryTaw'of mony of “the simplicity that is in
EXPECT DEVELOPMENTS
as Guaritanariio, but in geograph an organization which must be per
Christ.”—Christian Science Moni
IN FARMER CASE ical location it is superior com petually remodeled to suit alter the dire effects of knowledge.”
Mr. Frank Haskell, a progressive
manding the Virginia Passage and ing conditions, one appreciates the matter of the body, supposed to tor.
leader of Portland emphasizes the
fact that all the progressives will Dr. Cowles in Biddeford Friday -the great stretch of sea to the south impossibility of arriving at any
govern man, is rendered hull and,
east and west.
not b© led up to the Hughes foun
THOUGHTS BY THE WAY
'Action Looked For.
It’s not concievable that Guan finality or of setting before one any void, by the law of Life, God.”
tain to drink by Messrs. Perkins,
tanamo
would
ever
be
abandoned
Roosevelt and others. The pro
To what sort of profitable use do
Dr. E. S. Cowles, who conducts a for the superior location in St. fixed goal in the working out of hu Thus multiplicity of human be
gressives must be shown and the
.sanitarium
in Portsmouth, in Thomas, but the point is that we man affairs. Even when the hu
you put your leisure time?.
Old Guard fail to show outside the
which Miss Sarah J.: Farmer was want the islands because we do not man mind appears tg have arrang liefs about disease are replaced by
old ring.
You have only a few minutes
cared for prior to her being re want anybpdy else to have them. ed everything in the most complete the simple law of health and har
each
day to devote to self-improve- v
moved
to
Eliot,
Maine,
was
in
Bid

The
Germans
know
the
value
of
th
’
e
Samuel Graham« Assistant Gen
eral Attorney of the United States deford Friday presumably in con islands properly placed. Ponder and satisfactory way all is^ liable mony, the innumerable beliefs of ment, but if you have the power to
to be upset by the action of unfore limitation and lack by God’s mani concentrate on any one certain
referfe to Mrl Hughes criticism of nection with sonie action to be tak Helgoland.
President Wilson as unfair and un en in this now famous case. An ef
seen occurrences.
The fact is festations of evil by the law bf ab subject In which you , hope to be
truthful in .every respect, and Mr. fort was made to. interview Dr. WILL TAKE NO ACTION
that
there
is
no
finality
in anything
Cowles
but
he
left
before
he
could
come proficient, you will be aston- •
Griaham is in a position toknow and
IN FARMER CASE so long as thought is based on mat solute good.
to talk intelligently upon the sub be seen. |
ished at the amount of knowledge
Christian Science concerns . it
ject. Mr. Hughes has' evidently That important developments are
ter, since matterihas no principle
you
will gain from systematic
Governor
Rolland
H.
Spaldipg
due
to
follow
immediately
in
the
adopted the same. methods always
used by the Republican machine. Farmer case is indicated by the of New Hampshire, after a con and material so-called laws regis self with cause rather than effect^ study, well concentrated.
They talk long and loud and are fact that Goy. Rolland Spaulding ference with Attorney General ter nothing but the prevailing hu and by cutting down the false be
Because you have not been train
generally followed by'a band to at and Attorney General Tuttle were Tuttle Friday, announced that at man beliefs, as Jesus showed, in liefs of life, intelligence, substance ed along this line, do not despair.
in
conference
at
Portsmouth
on
tract the people, but what promis
es they make they quicklyforget Thursday with Attorneys John the present he would not take any his annulment of them by his mira and truth in matter strikes at the' It is as possible for you as for •
as far as the people are concerned, Scammon of Exeter and George action on the casé of Miss Sarah J/ cles, or object lessons. He was very root of the discords and com any other one if you “want to hard
but the trusts which furnish the Hughes of Dover regarding the re Farmer, who was taken to EÍiót, > there, he said, not to destroy the plications of mortal existence, re
gold eagles fbr these silver tongued pent removal of Miss Farmer from from the Cowles , sanitarium . jn law but to fulfilit,and he who came placing them by the abiding har enough.”
It is not the' amount of time we
demonstrations reap the reward-of the Cowles sanitorium.
to “destroy the works of the devil” mony of God’s kingdom. Every one have to devote to .study that counts
Attorneys Hughes and Scammon Portsmouth last week.
their investment.
represent both Miss Sanford con Appeals tg the governor to take was continually upsetting the so- who has perceived the truth of the
but-how well we can shut out every
Gov. Oakley C. Gurtis gave an servator for Miss Farmer in New actiqn were made in letters by ex- called laws of matter.
revelation of Christian Science and other thought during the study ,
informal talk on the condition of Hampshire, and Dr. Cowles in this Senatgr W. E. Chandler, Council
The complication of human af is endeavoring to practice it has ex period.
affairs of the state as they existed matter and are prepared to take up lor John Scammon of Exeter and by
. when he was elected.to office, at every phase of the situation which George Hughes of Dover. Gover fairs arises, if one investigates it perienced this to a greater or less
Don’t let the grass grow under
the rally last night and explained has been brought up by what they
closely, largely7 as the result of extent, and in the measure that his your good intentions. Cultivate
the crooked system employed by the claim is ahigh-handed and unwar nor Spaulding Wishes to wait the
Republican administration in nu ranted abduction of Miss Farmer settlement of a sace in Rockingham fear. Consider how much of the belief in materiality and eval has the habit' of concentration and
merous departments in the handling from the care of Dr. Cowles to county relative to Miss Farmer be complicated rputine of business lessened, he expresses a constant make your leisure time profitable.
of the state’s finances. Gov. Cur which she had been entrusted by
could be avoided if every man could ly increasing sense of harmony
tis has installed a system of affairs her legal guardians. They claim fore he takes any action in the mat
( place implicit trust in every, other. and the ability to communicate it LONG TERMS
during his term with .¿the heads of that the whole proceedings in the ter,
OF EMPLOYMENT
the various departments and as a matter were entirely- unlawful, not Ex-Senator William E. Chand Consider how the immense compli to his fellows. His growing recog^result of his efforts there is a bal only in the taking of Miss Farmer ler has already broached one as cation of armies and navies could nitjon of the unreality of evil en
ance in the state treasury of a mil from the custody of Dr. Cowles but pect of the case which the counsel
be swept away if every nation knew ables him to recognize the myriad 7 Announcement has been made
lion and a half today. Surely no also in the legal aspects of the war
within a few days by Swift & Co.,
Dr. Cowles and Miss Sanford
v one ever accused a Republican ad- rant upon which the search of the for
that
every other nation couldjbe de expressions of good Which former at .Chicago, that a fund of $2,000,will bring up for thè considera
. ministration of having so-r many Cowles’ sanicorium was made .
tion of Governor Spaulding and At pended upon to do only what was ly were hidden from his view.
000 has been accumulated to start
| iron men left over. The steajn rolGeneral Tuttle, this being just and right. Consider how the As he advances in understanding a system of pensions for employes.
* 1er aggregation generally have DROWNING AT OLD ORCHARD torney
the alleged Violation of the rights
enough underTdogs to use up niost
of the state of New Hampshire be gigantic complication of the diag he finds that he is but abandoning In order tp secure the benefits of
of the state’s finances. c This one Dorchester Young Man Loses Life fore
whose courts the status of nosis and treatment of disease by the trivial for, tlie essential, the the same, a person must, however,
item in the administration of Gov.
While Bathing
Miss Farmer was under considerar material methods could be avoided material for the spiritual, and per continuously have been employed
Curtis should make every contion.
sciencious voter in Maine take a
In regard to the warrant, they by the recognition as in Christian haps finds it hard to realize that so for 25 yéars by'this firm.
saddest case of the season
second thought before Jie casts his is The
Before the days of great cor
claim that there are certain legal Science, that evil and discord of much that now seems worthless
the
drowning
at
Old
Orchard
oh
vote. A progressive administra Friday of Thomas McCue, a junior aspects which are open to ques
every kind is not of God, and there ever made an appeal to him at all. porations and enormous factories,
tion is what the honest voter wants fit
Cros6 College and a sori of tion and are prepared to take this
25 year terms of employment' were
and that is just, what he is getting Mr.Holy
and Mrs. Patrick F. McCue of matter up with Attornel General fore is untrue, unreal, and that the Instead of constant material meas
today under the systematic handl 29 Speedwell street, Dorchester. Tuttle on behalf of Dr. Cowley. realization of this is all that is re ures to meet impending difficul not uncommon. A personal rela
ing of. the State’s affairs by the pre He in company with a large crowd They claim that while the warrant quired to heal it. Consider, final ties or disaster such a one realizes tion grew up between employer
sent governor..
of bathers, were in the water near was made out indicating a search ly, how the immense complication that just in so far as he is able to and employed. Old employes felt
coricern for the success of the firm
the
McCue and a fellow ba of premises at 134 Middle street;
; While all the political irons are therrocks.
went
too
far
out, and. with the Portsmouth, the residence of Dr. of work houses, prisons, peniten- dwell “in the secret place of the they worked for....
. in the fire, the town representa waves and tide against them, were Cowles, the search included not tàries, etc., could be avoidèd if all most high,” he wjll necessarily
Employées recognized the value
tive’should not be lost sight of. The unable to get back. McCue went only the private residence of Dr.
man who seems to have the call to aid his friend and was doing so Cow<es,: but also the sanitorium. men Were willing to test the truth “abide under the shadow of the of judgment and experience. Even,
from all directions is our own when life guard Duncan was called The form of the warrant is also of Jesus’ scientific statement, “seek Almighty.”
Instead of looking if an elderly man had lost some
townman, Mr. Fred -'Norton, the to help, which he did. The un open to question, in their opinion, ye first the kingdom of God, and wearily on sc world of chance and thing of his early energy, they con
sidered this offset by familiarity
'Progressive candidate. Norton is known man was taken in the boat and will be a matter for judicial
his righteousness; and all these change he is able to trace the with their methods, and loyalty to
.a sterling young business man arid! and landed safely. Duncan then consideration.
interests.
a vote for him will mean a vote started to rescue McCue, who was
working among men of that spirit their
things shall be added unto you.”
Most employers of labor would
; for the good of the people of their then all in. The boat in getting it
Fear is not the belief of life, in ual law which, how that it is be say today that the man who work
LOWER VILLAGE
community. He has^ no political off, struck Duncan and rendered
Flag Raising
telligence, substance, and truth, coming recognized so widely, he ed for them lOyears is the ex
strings attached to him arid will be him^pnconsciousj he sinking at the
found on the right side voting for time.; Capt. Hill of the volunteer
in matter, the belief of many minds, knows to be increasingly active in ception. Some firms wishing to
A most inspiring and beautiful some good, some evil; “the know human affairs; for the realization promote stability, enroll those who
what is in his judgment the best life guards and Happy Harry, who
have worked only 10 years as the
of our American ...
.Flag
for the people at large, s
_ was
arrived with the goat, got Dun gift
of God’s law is also the enforce “Old Guard.” A force of long
ledge,
”
in
short,
“
of
good
and
evil,
”
presented
the
Lower
Village
play

, Mr. Norton is no orator, but he had
can in. the bottom of the boat, as
time employées must tend toward
is a fine listerier anfi that is much they supposed dead, but in was too ground by our most esteemed sum the belief in two opposing powers ment of Its
conciliation of grievances and av
more than all the hot air which gen late to save McCue,, he was gone, mer resident/Mr. F. R. Hollister of against which divine wisdom is rep ■ Life thus becomes to him a mat-* oidance
pf strikes. Employers
erally isSues from the professional Happy Harry Mareixstayed in the Boston anef Kennqbungport. The
would find their views modified by
politician. The politician tries to Water for one hour, diving for the entire community will have, the resented, in the second chapter of ter of absorbing interest, not an the
of these older men.
fool the people, but Mr. Norton body, but up to 1.30 a. iri. it had not pleasure of enjoying this hand Genesis, as warning màlj. From existence to be got through some Andsentiments
employes with a tendancy to
Would try to see they' are not been recovered. Duncan was tak some bunting flag which is 8 feet this short summary it will easily how on the basis of .“Let us eat, magnify
slight grievances would
» fooled in ^issues that might coriie en to a nearby house and recovered by 12 feet and put up on Wednes
the feeling of the “Old Guard”
up in the legislature. Mr. Norton in a short time. He was able to day afternoon fdr which Mr. Hol be seen how through the overcom drink and be merry, for tomorrow afind
lister has our sincere and heart-4 ing of fear the complications of we die.” Life is infinite, and the powerful balance wheel.
is not a lawyer, so he would not be be about last night.
These are days of restlessness
felt
thanks for supplying this need life would be immediately lessened. problem of being has to be worked
found in with the lobbyists/ and on
Thejbody was recovered Satur
and ambition, when the workman
vlots of question^ be so busy in this day night about 11.30 when it of ours.
Apply it to any of thé cases men out sooner or later. This know grasps eagerly at any slight ad
departriient that he would forget to washed ashore about: 100 yords
vance in pay. All that glitters is
¿ vote at all;
tioned
above and you will see that ledge alone helps to spur a man not gold, and high wages often,
from the scene of the fatality.
Mr. 'Norton is an honest ..up
its elimination renders the compli forward and to cause him to make mean irregularity of employment.
right young man and deserves Hie
NOTICE
cations associated with them un every effort to advance as rapid ¡ From the employer’s viewpoint, the
support of every voter who wishes
exanmple set by Swift & Company
KITTERY M necessary. “Man” says Mrs. Eddy ly as possible. In all this the old
5 to see the crooked politics stamped
Any Ogunquit subscribers to the COMMERCIAL ST.
is worth/study, Groupé of men in
out and^ood clean progressive Enterprise, who do not receive the
in Science and Health (p. 196), sense of doubt and uncertainty, of a factory or store who have stood
' legislation installed. in the state.
Horse Shoeing
“has ‘sought out many'inventions/ worry and fear is found to be bas by the firm through prosperity and
Vote for Norton and have a real Ogunquit News, will please notify
render a service not
AND
representative in the legislature the Enterprise Press, so that they
but he has not yet found it true ed on a delusion,, so the dreary depression,
compensated for by the pay enve
this year whom yqu. can trust jn
that knowledge can save him from complications of human thinking lope.
__ ,.j||
may be sent one each week.
Jobbing
> any position intrusted to him.

Painless, Absolutely
Painless

Full Set Teeth $8
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THE ÉLSÌÈ BAKER COMPANY.

The car was bound for the barn WHAT MILITIAMEN
when the accident occurred and ac
WILL APPRECIATE
cording to Dube, who was the on
passenger, it was going at a
Halliday Witherspoon has re
William Hoerl Given a Hearing Be Mr. arid Mrs» Ira Wells are spend ly
ing their vacation at Long Pond. high rate of speed. At the Boston cently sent to the Boston Herald,
fore Judge Bourne at Kenne
&
Maine
crossing
there
is
a
derail

; Miss = Eva A. Hammond spent
bunk and Discharged
last week at Bear Island, Lake ing switch placed for the purpose the following statement of the
William Hoerl, of Torrington, Winnipesaukee, and a-few days at of compelling trolley cars to stop needs of the militiamen who are on
before crossing t which is a dan the Mexican Border. This applies
Conn., owner of the automobile Center Harbor.
gerous
one, it being the custom for
The
annual
field
day
of
Pomona
which rah over and killed Harold Grange will be held at Old Falls, the conductor
to close the switch to all the boys on duty there and
Strjckland, the two and a half year Wednesday, August 30. •
before a caf crosses the railroad will be valuable advice to Maine
old son of J. C. Strickland of Wells s Rev* and Mrs. Albert S. Hawkes track, but this car ran into the pêople.
in that town Thursday noon, was ¿.nd son of Worcester, Mass., were switch and leaving the rails plungSome time ago I read somewhere
given a hearing before Judge H. guests at “Bonniè Doon” over last ed into thé embankment, cutting, off that some one intended to donate
a telegraph pole that was in the
Sunday.
H. Bourne in the Kennebunk court week
to the 9th Massachusetts regiment
Mr. and Mrs. Will Webber and way.
Friday morning- on a warrant al- ! family and Mr. and Mrs. Chenrey Whether Motorinan Roux was some sort of water wagon. I for
leging manslaughter, and was dis and two children of Portland are thrown and run over or was caught got the exact description of this
at the “Don’t Worry” cottage at between the car and the pole has tank vehicle. If it was a sprinkl
charged for lack of evidence. ,
Beach for the month of Aug not been determined, but his man
W. !S. Mathews-of Berwick ap Wells
ust. : Mrs. Webber and Miss Alice gled remains were found a short ing cart ilfis not needed, as oil is
peared for Mr. Hoerl, while county Entwistle of Portsmouth, N.H.,;are distance from the pole by some the only practical dust layer in a
Attorney Hiram Willard ¡appeared the guests of Mr. and Mrs. Webber Boston & Maine employes who were Texas camp and is vbat is univer
in a-caboose on a side trade.
this week.
for the State.
sally -used. If the wagon was a
Medical Examiner Edwin D. tank- for drinking water it would
Judge Bourne said he was satis • Mrs. Edward Moulton of Haverhill, Mass., who is well known here Jaques of South Berwick was cal be junk in Camp Cotton, that in
fied that Mr. Hoerl, who was driv I gave
birth to a 6V2 pound boy, Oli led soon after the accident and on teresting rendezvous being liber
ing the auto, was not.to blame for ver Hubbard, August 10.
Mrs.
ally piped from thé city system.
the accident-and that he did every Harold Goodwin of Haverhill is Tuesday the public utilities com Whatever the nature of the pro
thing in his power to avoid hitting receiving congratulations on the mission was notified. It is pro posed chariot, it was to cost a lot
b'irth of. an 8% pound baby boy bable that a hearing will be held of moneys Now the 9th regiment
the child.
2nd. - The baby’s name1 is to determine the responsibility for does not need a water wagon and
Harold Strickland was run over August
Munroe. Mrs. Moulton and the wreck. Roux leaves a .widow would mot knowtwhat to do with
and killed near the iron bridge in George
Goodwin are both daughters and oné child. '
one—but there are a good many
Wells, Thursday noomby the auto Mrs.
of Oliver S. Hubbard, formerly' of .The first news of the terrible things that they, do need, and that
owned and driven by William Hoerl Kennebunk.
death .of Mr, Roux was received in every other Massachusetts jsgiof Torrington, Conn.' Riding with
Try a fudge Sundae as served at Biddeford Tuesday at one o’clock ment needs-—thinge that are not
Hoerl was John Tucker, also of Fiske
’s.
Adv.
Torrington. The parents of the
Arthur, Plante, Jr*who runs supplied by the army( that cost ; p ■ *^ HE third day of Chautauqua will bring with it this attractive ensemble
Mary Bennett’s pupils gave awhen
I of three great soloists. Heading the company is Miss Elsie Baker,
child were away from hbihe theMissstore, was notified by telephone, heavily and that won’t be had ifhfollowing
piano
recital
at
her
at the time the sad accident oc home:
Mrs. Roux, the widow, being a sis less they are furnishe'd by the folks | whose voice is known and loved in countless homes, through her Victor
at home.
■
•
Records. William Durieux, cellist, and Frank Hauser, pianist, who
curred, the mother having gone to The Golden Rod,
ter of Mr§. Plante.
with Miss Baker, are two artists of splendid reputation, either of whom
deliver a washing which she had
Mr. and Mrs. Pla.nte and Mrgt Na When the Mexican war scare" appear
Danforth
and
Alvin
Googins
done, while the father was at work.
mother of Mrs. Roux and Mr§. went glimmering the militia mob is capable of giving a most satisfying program alone. This combination will
in Hand,
Helen Johnspn deau,
The child with his two brothers Hand
Planté left Tuesday Â. M,, op the ilization on the border was rudely prove a rare treat to all Chautauqua music lovers.
Child
’
s
Play,
,
A.delbert
Durrell
and sister was standing on the left
crowded off the front pages of^the Î
Alvan Googins eàrly morning train* for .Rochester, newspapers.
side of the road as the automobile Loves Old Sweet Song
We. are a careless and
N.
H.,
in response to the telephone
and
Molly
’
s
approached, .and the other three
forgetful people, and, the Massa
message
and
will
attend
the
funer

Eyes,
Miss
Stone
ran across, before the machine, Bride’s Morning Song,
chusetts soldiers being pretty much
al of the unfortunate man.
which is said, to have been going at Mignon and Fairy Prince Twotsey,
Mr. Roux was well known in Bid out of the headlines, some of us
a moderate rate of speed. Hoerl,
Annie Arthur deford. It was only a few weeks haye forgotten that we have troops
thinking that all of the children Contemplation and Jolly
Jingles/ ago that Mjs. Roux and their 12 in Texas and that these men are
were over, kept right, on, and sud
The expert skirling of the pipers
. Danforth Googins year old son visited Mr. and Mrs. just as important as they were bedenly the tiny boy darted in front Jingle Bells,
Plante and Mrs; Nadeau in Bid forç the thrill of spectacular mob- ,
will
make you step lively when the
of the car and was ground under Helen Johnson and Mary Bennett deford,
and later went with the
it. He was picked up and taken to Class Reception and Minuet in G, Plantes to the Doyon cottage for ilizatidn had gone stale in us.
SCOTCH
HIGHLAND BAND starts
When the boys were at Framing
the office of Dr. F. E. Phillips, but
Miss Stone and Mary Bennett two weeks.
playing
at
the
big tent the first dayrof
ham
and
when
they
were
leaving
•
w dead when the auto reached
Cut flowers for sale at Fiske’s
Mr. Roux was a member of the we couldn’t do enough for them.
there. Dr. Charles F. Traynor, drug
store.
Adv.
Lafayette. court, of Foresters and
they are gone, and the shine
medical examiner, was called in
An unusually large number was connected with other organizations NoWthe case and he summonecLcounty present
is
off
our pretty war toy, we don’t ;
at the Unitarian “afters in that city,
Attorney Willard of Sariford.
do
enough
for them.
noon tea” Thursday. Among for
The mother of the child is nearly mer
. In my dispatch of last week I
residents weré Mrs. Ella Read
prostrated.
said something about the possibili
Benton, Mrs. Anna Parsons Read, CAR SKIDS AND
WOMAN IS KILED ties of motal degeneration among
Miss, Carrie Perkins, Miss Mary
young men who have just been lift
These men have just completed a transcontinental
Vinal ani Mrs. Mary Bontelle.
ed oüt of civil life and pitchforked
Tanlac is sold at Fiske’s drug Fatal Accident on the Dunstan into
tour
with Harry Lauder. They wi1! give you
the army. At the risk of agi
store.
Adv.
Marshes
two
great
programs of Scotch folk songs, artis
tating
some
mother
whose
fair

Mrs. Hannah Daniels, formerly
haired boy is in a Texas camp I
tic bagpipe playing and intricate sword dances.
'.I,.. The Jeweler
of York street was in town recentMargaret Whipple, aged 28, a wa^nt to bear down a bit harder on
ly- .-••<
waitress employed at the Lafayette this danger. Camp life at its best
253 Main St.
Biddeford Cameras and supplies sold at hotel,
Portland, was instantly .kil is deadly monotonous. In a shoft
Fiske’s drug store.
Adv.
in a hot climate like El Paso
Thursday evening a good audi led and Ruben Higgins, Jr., of 471 tiriie
routine of drill and work in the
ence was at thé Moùsan Opera Highland avenue^ South Portland, thé
^morning is drugery.
House to listen to a very interest was slightly hurt Monday night edrliy
tin tris middle of the day four or
ing lecture given by Charles J. when the big Cadillac touring Car five
hours of lying around with*
Ohrenstein, C. S. B., a member of
Dealer In
which they were riding at- high nqtriing to do but tell questionable
thé board of lectureship of thé in
A Patriotic Lecture, “The Modern Crusader'1
skidded after throwing a. stories and talk of the best meth
mother church, First-> Church of speed
shoe and plunged from the side of od7.of killing a spig if the chance
Christ, Scientist, Boston, Mass.
road overturning on the Scar- evér does1 come. Some more drill
- Cut flowers for sale at Fiske’s the
I36 Main Street
in the afternoon. Health condi
drug store.
Adv. boro marshes a mile the other side tions
being nearly ideal, the young
The Master Entertainer-Impersonator
At Maplewood Inn, Summer St., of Dunstan corner.
Higgins and Miss Whipple were soldier finds himeslf at the énd of
Miss Florence Lavers of Portland
,day’s work full of pep and
recently gave a parlor entertain returning to Portland from Old his
devilment, for which no wholesome
ment. Attractively attired in an Orchard and it was just after leav safty valve has been provided. He
This is only the beginning of the
evening dress of blue, with gilt and ing the long hill beyond Dunstan feels like going out and raising
black, in a very pleasing manner that the shoe on the front tire.blew. Garin. If he gets leave, he is quite
greatest joy week of the year. Five
she gave an Indian selection, The car was going at suck a high apt to do just that, and, having to
other
red letter days follow, each a
rate of speed that it was fully 150
“
Naughtant
the
Deacon,
”
“
The
Mrs. Mabel Huff Bride of Malihide,” “The Witche’s feet further on that it plunged be back in camp at 9:30, his two
delight
to the eye, the ear and the soul
hours
in
town
will
be
feverish^
” These were interspers across the trolley tracks and ihto Wendell Philips^mice said that
is prepared to do hair and Daughter.
the
marsh.
ed with original monologues and
the conscience of the average citiscalp treatment, facial
actual experiences of friends, , The woman was .pinned under Ths conscience of the average milthe
body
of
the
car
and
it
is
prob

which made interesting stqfies.
massage and mani
zen is limited by the statute book,
Use. the world’s standard foun able that her neck was broken.
curing by ap
itijaman is limited by the. immi
Higgins
was
caught
under
the
run

tain penj, Fiske, the druggist sells
if purchased in advance from the local committee
pointment.
them.
'Adv. ning board. He was not able to ex nence of the provost gttard.
himeslf and lay there for Now I don’t mean that every sol
Telephone -x
114-4 A special meeting of the Lend-a- tricate
Hand sewing circle of Landing about 20 mjnutes before the ma dier that goes into El Paso of an
chine was overturned by persoris evening tries toi drink all the liess
dfo eiS
dfe éJa ®ss>
Sfe ess tìfe eis chapel was held Thursday evening who came to his aid.
qiiôr there is or indulge in suddeh
August 3. Committees were ap
pointed for a fair to be held Aug Nine of ten automobile parties and dangerous love affairs. But
ust 24 at the chapel.’ There will be stopped- at the scene and a crowd some do., À lot do who wouldn’t if
a fancy table, cake table, apron ta ofr25 of 30 people gathered, but rib thëy had plenty of wholesome réc
ble, ice cream table and a fish pond one seemed to know how to over réation at camp. And all of theihthey do or not are temptedt
for the 1 children. The regular turn the big touring car which, whether
Rat» dertroy nearly
So if any one has any surplus
when it,plunged from the road, had
weekly
meeting
was
held
August
• billion dollars
■ ’ ' •
devote to a favorite regi
worth of food and property ewry year, Kill your
10 at the home of Mrs. Roy • Day. turned end for end pointing ip just cash todon
sat» and mice and stopywr
with
’t-buy water wagons with
MrsrRoy Day, Mrs. Ethel Boston the opposite direction from that in ment,
it. What the boys need, or will
and Mrs. Emn^ Day entertained. whiph/it had been going.
BROKEN LENSES REPAIRED
The accident happened at about neéd keenlÿ in a short time, are
hfesafetonse. Deadlytorats
The regular routine of business
bat harmleu to human bem«.
like these reading matter,
was carried , out and it was voted 10.45 and almost half an hour later things
bales of it—home papers and mag
WHILE YOU WAIT
to send flowers to the sick in the the driver of -a Portland taxicab azines,
circulating libraries ; games
concern, who happened along in
^neighborhood.
Delicious
refresh

11.00. 64b. pan. 15.00. zO’A«
If
not
convenient
to call, mail them. They will
baseball
materials;
music,
phono

ments were Served arid the mem his machine, directed the bystand graphs and records; moving pic
in Seed. Hardware, Drop
receive proper attention and you will
bers of the circle parted congratu ers how to jack up the car.
machines and funds for the
lating one another upon the pleas Wherf Higgins.crawled out from ture
receive them by return mail.
underneath he was somewhat daz Upkeep. Money is the chief thing
ant evening'so profitably spent.
needed,
of
course,
and
funds
should
ed
and
murmured
that
there
was
JOHN W. LORD
♦Miss Annie Webber entertained
be sent to the chaplains of the va J. G. Dickerson, Optometrist and Optician
Hardware Dealer
a party of friends at the home of also a woman under the car.
Her body had been so completely rious regiments, the contributions
Mr. and Mrs. Perley Greenleaf on
KENNEBUNK
OFFICE: ROOM 2
Friday evening when the engage- covered up that no one knew that being specified as fbr amusement
purposes.
The
clergymen
will
see
Cor.
Maine
and Alfred Sts., Biddeford
mentbf her sister, Miss Marion anybody but the man was jn the.
that the money is well spent.-. .In
Webber to Mr. Arthur Cha’se of the wreck.
firm of Browil and Chase, was an A phisican was, in the party of the case of the smaller organiza
nounced.
onlookers and examined the young tions, like the signal troops, the
woman, and gave it as his opinion ambulance corps, the cavalry and
MOTORMAN KILLED
that she had been killed instantly. the artillery, the commanding-of
Mr. Higgins drove to the Way- ficer will see to the propèr ex
Fred Roux, for a number of years land House, Dunstan, in a taxicab penditure of any money sent.
employed in the Saco-Lowell foun and telephoned to Portland for Un ! Soldiering is at its best *a de
dry as a moulder and who went to dertaker F/ W. B. Martin, who in moralizing trade. In the case of
Rochester, R.H., and'has been em turn notified Medical Examiner G. the national guard on the border it
Tumors removed by absorption without the knife.
is likely to prove especially so. Be
x
ployed as a motorman, was crushed I. ’Geer,
cause : The men enlisted expecting
The
medical
examiner
went
to
Diseases
successfully treated are: Ca,ncer, Tumor,
to death, while David E. Dube of the scene of the accident and after service which they won’t get as
127 Brown street, Dorchester, a getting the names of several wit things are shaping how. They feèl
Goitre, Catarrh, Deafness, Rupture, Rheumatism,
passenger received a sprained an nesses and hearing Higgins’ story that they have been more or less
Kidney Disease, Nerv6 Trouble and all Skin Diseases.
kle when an open car on the Atlan took the young man to the Portland tricked into their present situation,
My treatments are wholly Botanic, Roots and
tic Shore railway left the track police station, where he dressed a And a certain tinge of resentment
will be added to the morbidness
at Great Work» crossing of the’B. bad cut on the ankle.
Herbs.
& M. railroad at South Berwick at Higgins was not detained, but that always comes/with camp life,
If you are suffering in any way, send for my
about 11:30 last night, and after was allowed to go home with his which will produce a dangerous
running for 96 feet bn the ground father, Ruben Higgins, a market frame of mind. Soon it will become
symptom-blank
and circular. Consultation free at
a matter of first importance to keep
was driven into a bank with such gardner of South Portland.
office or by mail. Address all mail to
force that it had not been removed .‘Miss Whipple, the victim of the our boys amused ând reasonably
accident, obtained a divorce some happÿ and clean.
this morning.
At the Old Hardware Store.
If you have anybody down there
John Shap’liegh qf Elio!t, con time ago and has one son, about
that you care about you had better
eight
years
old.
Her
mother,
Mrs.
ductor,
who
was
running
the
car,
36 Market St., Portsmouth while the motorman stood beside Annie Whipple lives at 75 Danforth thirik this over.
HALLIDAY WITHERSPOON
street, Portland.
him, escaped injury.
Tel. 50»

MANSLAUGHTER CHARGE .
IS NOT PROVEN

LOCAL NOTES

Hoot Mon, th’ Bagpipers Are Gomin’!

Ghautaiiqua Week

D-I-N-A-N

JOHN F. DEAN

Boots, Shoes and Rubbers

Two Other Big Attractions onOpening Day
HON. JOE R. HANLEY
JOHN B. RATTO

Tel 2-6

BiileW

$2.00 Buys a Season Ticket For It All

Vicious

Pest

At Kennebunk, Aug. 29 to
Sept. 4, inclusive.

km

RM CORN

Baskets

-------CANCER——

In Great
Variety

PRYOR-DAVIS COMPANY

Dr. J. M. Solomon, Rutland, Vt.
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remain there until permanent-quar
ters, Orrice Wagner of New Hamp I 4. Mme. Waugla Sierra Leone,
CAPE PORPOISE
SACO ROAD
ters can be secured. A bill is now
shire, Ernest Wagner of this arid »the only 2 Wombats in cap
before Congress authorizing the
' Mildred Chamberlain,
The ladies auxiliary to the A. F. place, Mrs. Edna Nunan now em tivity :
The arrivals this week have been itransfer of the old Custom Houses These are beautiful days, cool
E. A^ held their summer sale in ployed in Boston,-Mass., and Mrs. Lee Boynton and Gordon Kyle.
to the town of Kennebunk- delightful and bright.
comparatively few,, from the fact property
]
5. “Grasping Gaspar gasps his’
that there are no accommodations pbrt, for- library purposes, and it; The new barn of Jonnie Hall be Pinkham’s hall Thursday after Ralph Philbrick of Matinicus.
last, in 3 parts:
here for a week or so. Every house is
: stated that it will, meet with the ing built by Horace Kimball is noon and evening. The hall was
There are also two brothers and
' Esmeralda: Marjorie Freeman
action of both houses of ready for the hay, but not complet very gay with green and white de
B i|3 full. A party of six. last week favorable
:
c Mrs. Home Comfie: Roselle
, divided five people among four ho -Congress before long; but, be ed. It will be one of the finest corations and flowers. All, who at a sister, James E. Hall of Isleboro, Fuller. .
tels and the sixth man returned to cause of the importance of matters baf ps in the county when it is com tended were delighted with the. Hbratio Hall of Rockland High
Grasping Gaspari
RUssell
display of fancy articles and the lands and Mrs. Lydia Cummings of
how before the legislative depart-^ pleted.
Hoston.
Carpenter.
reasonableness
of
prices.
L.
E.
merit
of
the
national
government,
Mr. and Mrs. H. R. Bye and son Fletcher furnished the’ice cream Rockland at whose home the ser
Mrs. William A. Rogers enterPercival Pinch: Eugene Fiske.
tained 25 friends . . Sunday at a and thè impending recess, qn ac-: Robert, of Worcester, Mass., and which was up to his usual standard. vices were held. The age of the
Medicina: Gretchen Aldrich.
count
of
the
political
campaign,
it
Miss Mildred Fiske of Taunton, At the close of the sale the ladies deceased was 58 years.
Charlie Chaplin: Alison Dqugmusicale.
may
not
be
taken
up
for
considera

lasAmong the arrivals are W. Q.; tion until the December session. Mass., were guests of their aunt, had one hundred and five dollars
Bullard, Miss A. W. Eckels, MisX The Kennebunk's met the Porri- Mrs. John Jellison Saturday.
clear of all expenses. The ladies
The Langsford house was the
R. Laurence Ross visited his wish to thank the public for their
A<G. Hyde, Miss Annie T. Carter, land, Irons for 'the second encoun
WELLS
scene
of great hilarity last Satparents,
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Ivory
Ross
T. J. Keep, guests of Mr. Wheiton, ter on Parsons Field last Satur
patronage, also their friends who
urdav
night.
It
was
the
occasion
at
Rock
Haven
Farm,
Biddeford
on
E. W. Howe, Miss E. L. Pratt, Dr. day afternoon.,, The -visitors suf
¡ sent contributions of cake, candy,
Mrs. Etta C. Caine of Regent äv.,
for the display of much hidden tal Bradford,
and Mrs. A. H. Hodgdon, Miss fered from two shrious defeats, Sunday.
'flowers and moneys
Mass*, was calling on
Gladys Dean, Miss Helen Cbpelaijd, bqth of them due to thrown balls
Mrs. Haddock and daughter of
ent, the presence of which might friends in town Monday. Mrs.
of Dedham; W. S. Warner Jr., of on the part of their own players« Lakeport, N. H., are visiting at the
Mrs. Sidney Thompson is visit have been foretold by a poster Caiiie is spending her vacation in
Magnolia; Mrs. John Rooks, Miss In the first inning Keeler, at first home of her niecd, Mrs. Ernest
ing relatives in Candy’s Harbor.
early in the week, * announcing her home town where she has a
Phelps of Westfield, Mrs, F. M. base, allowed a ball to go through i Benson for the,week.
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Herbert
Estey
and
“Sharks atCape Porpoise Aug. 12.” wide circle of friends. For the
Pomeroy, Northhampton; Dr. and his hands and strike him on the
Mr. and Mrs. D. W. Hadlock were
past two years she has been in the
Mrs. S. E. A- Bates, Miss Louise nose, which bled copiously and put callers at Saco road Sunday after infant daughter of Canton, Mass.,
The beauty and the chivalry of
are visiting Mrs. Estey’s parents, Englewood and Elizabeth, N. J., F. ,E. Nelson Co., Department store
Bates, Dr. and MrsrHerbert 0. Em- him but of the game for several noon.
in Haverhill, Mass., making her
Mr. and Mrs. William Jennison.
ejson, Springfield; E. H. Smith, innings. Fortunately the bone
The hotels are all full to over Miss Ernestine Boston, telephone Boston and New York and also Mt. hörne in Bradford; and is now en
Miss N. E. Smith, Mr. and Mrs. G. was not broken. The retirement of
Vernon,
lent
much
eclat
to
the
oc

joying a much needed rest. The
here. There are more peo operator in Sanford, is spending a f
Wentworth, Mrs. U. P. Davis, Miss Keeler, necessitating other chang flowing
casion.
trip was a very pleasant one by
at Kennebunkport, it-is esti month
M. C. Davis,Miss Martha E. Soule, es of the players, Laidow going ple’
s
vacation
at
her
home
here.
|
Promptly
at
8
O
’
clock
thé
cur

trolley* She was the guest Sunday
of Brookline; Miss Jane H. Dorr, from third to first, Dunlap from mated than ever before.
tains
rose.on
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Mti
Ver-^
Lewis Coy of Chelsea, Mass.,
bf Mr. and Mrs. Ernest Libby at
Mrs. George Seavey of Cape Por is Mr.
Cambridge; Mr. and Mrs. E. H, center to third and Bell going from
non-Castlè
and
the
phonograph
in
spending a vacation with his
Hampton Beach. She will make a
Blake, Wellsley Hills; Mr. and Mrs. the bench to’the field* In the third poise and daughter, Ruth,, were sister, Mrs. F. G. Littlefield.
their latest fox trot. Miss Ger short stay in Ogunqtiit on her re
John E. White, Mrs. E. W. Jackson, in the iriidst of a run-getting fest guests of Mrs. Seavey’s grandpar Miss Frances Jones of Sanford trude Fiske and Mr. Ed. Fiske gave turn,
also at Lake Attitash, Ames
Worcester? A. G. Williams, Win on the part of the locals, a ball ents Thursday.
spent the week end with Miss Er this interesting display of the lat bury, Mass. •
chester; Miss Lizzie T. Burt, Taun- was thrown to Dunlap at third with
Many from Kennebunkport took nestine Boston.
est Broadway steps. When this was
ton; Mr. arid Mrs. Chester A. Howe, ’ the intention of gettihg Whitèhurst in the blueberries at No. 1 and tho
Mrs. Talbot Hamlin, an Eng
Mrs. S. M. Tyler and grandson, over
TO SPEAK
Master Allen G. Howe, Chestnut who was making a pilgrimage of? old Maddox plains where they is a
lishwoman of great charm, read MR. HUGHESAT
YORK HARBOR
Hill; Mr. and Mrs. Charles A. thè bags. Evidently Dunlap expect, large crop of beautiful berries, of Joplin, Mo., are spending the some letters from her brother,
Bliss, Master Frederick Bliss,, of ed the ball to be thrown to second which were never more luscious. summer at the home of Frank Hut fighting ‘“somewhere in France.”
chins, Sr.
Arniouncement is made that Re
Newburyport; Mr. rind Mrs. R. W. and was not watching for it. Con
Little Frances Sinnett regaled a
Mr. and Mrs. Byron Perkins with
Mr; R. P. Tibbetts is at the Eliot highly interested audience with publican candidate for president,
Chase, Mr. and Mrs. G. W. Pren sequently he was hit on the fore daughters Nellie and Edna of New
tiss^ Holyoke; Mr. and Mrs. Fran- head, just over the right eye. He Jersey are visiting their parents, hospital, Boston, Mass., where' he some of herarias from. “Cinder Hon. Charles E. Hughes, will
underwent a preliminary opera
* cis Hight, Winchester; E. E. Hil Whirled
for a time or two Mr. arid Mrs. Lemuel Brooks, Mrs. tion last Friday, and isxdoing as ella,” in which she is starred.
ton, W. W. Alton, Mr. and Mrs. F. ’and fell around
An unexpected surprise 'came speak at York Harb’or cn the ¡after
Emma
Perkins>
and
Miss
Perkins
’
the ground. Dr. Merwell as possible under the circum next in the presentation of gen noon of September ,7. He will be
& G> Newton, Manchester, N. H; Elan tors, wastocalled
sister,
Mrs.
Frank
Emery
of
Lynn
to examine, the in
stances.
Hayes, Charles E. Bushnell, Wiluine Wombats, said to be the only gin his short speaking campaign
player, and he was taken to Kennebunk. Both Mr. and Mrs.
; tpn, N. H; Miss H. L. Huntress, jured
Miss Arlettie L. Tibbets made a ones in captivity. Their trainer? in Maine at that place and, will be
Perkins
are
Kennebunkport
peo-i
the
physician
’
s
office,
by
automo

Miss F. H. Howe, Mrs. A. L. Howe, bile, and treated for what is trusty pie.
second trip to Boston on Satur Mme. Wanglà Sierra Leone, late accompanied by Hon. Carl E. Mil
Goncprd, N. H; Miss Annie Wal- ed to be only a scalp wound. Thè
day Pf last week. 1
from the wilds of Chicago, showed liken, Republican candidate for
" , lace, Rochester, .N. H; Mrs. Wil accident cajled Keeler back to hist
Mrs. Harry Philbrick and family great, temerity in putting these ani governor of Maine, and Hon. Fred
TOWN
HOUSE
liam H. Norton, Salmon Falls, N.
-and nephew, Maurice Hutchins of mals through many thrilling and Hale, candidate for United States
position at first and put Laidaw
H; Walter , B. Hubbard, . H. / L; old
Berlin; N. H., are visiting Mrs. unusual acts. An encore resulted Senator. Mr. Hughes will speak in
again
on
third
and
Bell
in
center*
Mansfield, Middleton; F. C. Brooks field. The battery for the Irons
Rev. Mr. Chambers supplied the Philbrick’s' brother, Albert Hut- in excracting a pseudo Spanish’ Portland the same evening.
Wallingford; Mr. and Mrs. H. C. consisted of Bridges as pitcher and pulpit of the , Corigregational Chins if this place.
dance from the Mme,
G ordon, Springfield; Mr. and Mrs. Smith as catcher. For the home church at New Bedford, Mass., on
The apex of enjoyment was
H. P. Warren, Mr. and Mrs. L. T. team Butland was in the box and Sunday August 13th.
reached when Gaspar gasped his
The
death
of
Mary
Ella,
wife
of
Pratt, Providence^ Mr. and Mrs. E. Combs at the plate, as usual.
Miss Lora Mitchell of Lewiston Daniel Wagner, took place at her last in 3 parts, a movis show rep DR.G. C. FULLER
- S. W. Wdoplman, Miss Elizabeth Kennebunkport
Registered
lete .with all the thrills, from which
is
with Mrs. Lorenzo Tarbox and
made
one
run
in
Payson? Miss Marion Elwell, E. L. the first inning. The visitors more family
late home here last week after a not even Charlie Chaplin, himself Veterinary Physician and Surgeon
for
a
few
days.
Robinson, Alexander Gordon, Miss than? evened the’ score in the first
lacking. This highly diverting
Miss Lucy Clough and Madeline long illness. Although the de was
Caroline Gurgess, Portland, Stan half of the third, getting two men
evening reached its end when Mrs. Removed from Main St. to Hall St.
Clough
haVe
returned
hohie
from
ceased
had
been
poorly
for
soine
Telephone 136-5
ley R. Sriiith, Mr. and Mrs. John L. across the plate, but Kennebunk
Bowles read Limericks about the
Hanover, N. H., where they have time it was not until the last five LangsfordistsTournelin, Greenwich.
’ to the edification of Kennebunk
Maine
port
struck
a
tallying
streak
in
been
attending
the
summer
session
There will be a union service at their half of the same inning and
weeks that she was confined to her those present.
State Inspector of Cattle.
of
Dartmouth
college.
the Methodist church Sunday ev rolled up five runs before the«third
bed. The body- was taken to the
A program is appended:
Robert Meserve is faßt recover home of her sister in Rockland
ening at 7:30 o’clock. Mr. Wilbur man was but. Portland made qne
1. Mr. and Mrs. Mt. Vernon CasE. K. CONANT
i F. Crafts, a speaker of internation run, in the seventh arid another in ing from his illriess.
where the funeral services were
Gertrude and Ed. Fiske
al fame will give an address. His the ninth, while the natives scor
Leslie Clough has gone to Bos held, interment being made in Ap 2. “Somewhere in France:”
Practical Plumber, Steam and
subject will be “The Devil’s Hard ed one in the seventh and one in ton for a short stay with his uncle pleton-in Pine Cemetery.
Mrs..Talbot Hamlin
Hot Water Fitters
est Fight for a Boy.” All boys in- the eighth. Among the notable and family.
Besides the husband she is sur 3. The Cinderella-Qirl:
vited and especially Welcome.
Summer
St.
Kerin el vi 1, M
vived
by
two
sons
and
two
daugh-j
Frances Sinnett
Mrs. Irving Bryant and children
' was a neat double in the
Special music was presented at plays
are at Mr. Wilbur Clo igh’s.
sixth.
H.
Combs
was
sent
to
first,
the morning service of the Metho hit by a pitched ball. J. Towne
Miss Bertha Sriiith sperit a few
dist church last Sunday.
Miss
to Wilson at short, who days in Lyman last week.'
Katherine Twamblyjjresided at the grounded
to Bilderback at second, put
organ'and a Soprano solo was de threw
Combs out, and that baseman
KENNEBUNK BEACH
lightfully rendered by Mrs. Rolfe ting
the sphere bn to Keeler at
1 of Concord, N; H., while Mr. Nor passed
first
ip
time,
to
end
the
career
of
ton of North Adams, Mass., favor Towne. Whitehurst’s catch of
Miss Maxine Jennings of Everett
ed the congregation with two tenor Hamilton’s fly after a long run in is a recent arrival.
solos of unusual power. Mrs. Rolfe the sixth inning, was also worthy
H. C. Poore of Braintree is a
and Mr. Norton are among the of note. Bridges walked five men visitor
here on a trip through the
guests of .the Sagamore hotel.
struck out eight, while But State of Maine.
. The water sports of the Kenne and
land gave no bases bn balls and
On Tuesday, the hottest day of
bunk River Club were held Monday struck
out six. The umpires were the season, uptown thermometers
forenoon at the clubhouse and Huston
at home and Little on bases. registered 96. At the beach 76,was
were witnessed by a large unmber The ruris
by innings were as fol- the reading.
of /people. Some of the events were lows:
A subscription has been started
especially interesting and others Innings 1234567 8 9
to buy a $300 plmotor to be kept
were decidedly amusing. The boat Iroris
0020001
at the’ beach. The drowning of a
races will be held Lon Saturday af K’Port
1 0 5 0 0 0 1
young man last week set people to
ternoon, at 2;:30, at Picnic Rocks.
Rev.
John
M.
Chambers
being
in
A very fine program has been ar Bostqn over Sunday, the pulpit of thinking.
ranged and close contests on sever the Upper Parish church was oc The new cement sea wall to pro
al of the numbers are expected.
cupied in the afternoon by Rev. tect Ocean avenue is completed. It
On account of the boat races of Thomas
was paid for by the town and by
P. .Baker.
Saturday afternoon, there will be
subscriptions by the summer resi
George
W.
Twambly
is
at
hoirie
no game of ball bn Parsons field.
his parents, Mr. and Mrs. P. dents* It 5s some 160 feet long,
Mrs. Wakefield of Montreal, with
A.
Twambly,
for a brief vacation. 20 feet deep and 15 inches thick.
Can., who with her husband, Dr.
Among the arrivals this week
Misses
Lucy
and Effie Rogers of
I lot House Dresses
59c
Wakefield, has been associated in Dorchester, Mass.,
are visiting are: Miss Dora M, Ingals, Mrs. G.
the work of Dr. Grenfall in Labra their
T. Roberts, Master George Roberts,
cousin,
Mrs.
Catherine
DeshI lot Shirt Waists, $1.00 value
dor, is passing the summer at the bri for the month of August.
79c
Mrs. H. Livihgstone, Miss Henriet
Sagafnore, and has been prevailed
ta Livingstone, Charles E. Crofoot,
^ .bpon. to give an address on the
W. B. Powell, Miss Mary R. Thom
I lot Ladies’White Dress Skirts, $2 value, $1.59
work of that mission on Friday af
WILDES DISTRICT
as, Mr. and Mrs. F. G. Burgess,
ternoon, at 3 o’clock, in the Con
Mrs. H. G. Wiley, Miss F. A. Cum
I lot Bleached Pillow Slips, 42 x 36 in. per pair, 21c
gregational church.- Mrs. Wake Mrs. Ruben Innis of Cape Por mings, William H. Wright, Mrs. G.
field was heard with a great deal of poise visited her sister Mrs. Robert P. Wright, Misses H. B. and Eliza
pleasure and profit when here last Wildes Saturday?
I lot Tan Dress Skirts
.
beth Wright, Gilbert P. Wright,
50c,, 75c. and $1.00
season. Dr. Wakefield is now with
Miss Ella Snear of Trull hospital Miss Fay Chord, all of Boston, Mr.
the Canadian contingent as sur Biddeford
was a week end guest at and Mrs. George H. Garrick, S. E.
1 lot Corduroy Dress Skirts
$1.49
geon, “somewhere in France,” as
and Mrs. B. S. Flagg’s cottage Campbell, Lovell White, Cam
the war office says. He is serving Mr.
bridge; Mr. and Mrs. D. H. Robin
at
the
Creek.
close to the front line of trenches.
1 lot Valencienne Insertion, 5and8c.values? 02ic
Mr. Clyde Wildes of Dover, N. son, Somerville; W. Arthur PerMany fields of heavy , grass ip
rino,
Jamacia
Plain;
Mrs.
G.
R.
this vicinity have not yet been H., is visiting his parents, Mr. and Damon, Miss Mary Damon, Leom
I lot Girls’ Bathing Suits
71c
brought under the mowing ma Mrs. B, D. Wildes.
inster; Mr. and Mrs. H. E. Mayo,
Mrs, Harry Wildes with her in Walter L. Mayo, Miss Madue Col
chine. The favorable weather of
I lot Boys’ Bathing Suits
29c and 39c
the first of the. week-—the best-hay fant son, returned home from the by, Watertown; Frederick E. Len
weather of the season- thus far— Webber hospital on Sunday.
ding, Everett; Miss Ruth D. Sar
has caused the farmers to redouble
Mrs. Robert Wildes and Mrs.- gent, Mr. and Mrs. J. D. Hanscom,
I lot Bathing Shoes e
21c
their efforts to gather the crop, Ruben Innis were Biddeford visit Lawrence; F. L. Cook, C. E. Roads,
which is fast ripening on the stalk. or one day recently.
G. W. Ross, Northampton; Mr. and
lot Bathing Caps
21c;, 29c. and 39c
A meeting of the board of the
Mr. arid Mrs. Moore motored Mrs. J. M- Lovell, Miss Doris T.
Kennebunkport Public Library as from Andover, Mass., Sunday and Lovell, Nat T. and Neale Lovell;
sociation was held riri Monday ev- are the guests of Mr. and Mrs. West Newton; Mr. and Mrs. D. A*
lot Ladies’and Children’s Beach Hats, 39C
, ening at the residence of Maj. H. Burton S. Flagg.
Cox, Newton Highlands; Mr. and
' S. Burrage. Reports indicated a
Mr. James Shuffleburg, who has Mrs. E. F. Green, Miss Lillian E.
1 lot Silk Girdles ..............
39c. and 79c
general progress in the good un- been spending a short vacation Green, MissH. O. Knight, Miss
dertaking. Through Dr. Prescott with his brother, returned to Hyde Kate Smith, C. O. Smith, Worces
treasurer of the association, the Park, Mass., on Friday.
1 lot Ladies’ Leather Hand Bags
39c
ter; C. A. Sherman, Manchester, N.
finance committee, of Which Ab Mrs. Anthony McKenney is en H; Mr. and Mrs. A. K. Bell, Exeter,
bott Graves is chairman, reported tertaining Miss Anna Snow of E. N. H; Miss M. M. Ives, Hartford?
the results of the several enter Boston, Mass., and Mrs. Mabel Mc Conn., Mr. and Mrs. H. P. .Warren,
1 5 per cent Discount will be given on all our Stamped Goods and
prises on behalf of the library dur Guire of Brooklyn, N. Y.
Providence.; Ernest A. Beane, of
ing the feeent month. The total
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Towne, Portland; Mr. and Mrs. A. W. Nor
receipts"were $501.80 and the total Mr. and Mrs. Edwin Towne, and ton, Master David Norton, Welles
10 per cent Discount on everything in our Store not listed above.
disbursements were $155.01, leav Miss May Towne of Saco visited ley Hills; Mrs. W. C. Scott, Mrs.
ing. a balance on hand of $346.79. relatives, here Sunday.
Dwight L. Winter, Springfield.
The secretary was instructed to
Mrs. Howard Nunan who is vis
send a card to summer residents re iting her brother, Mr. Charles Huff
NOTICE
questing them to notify him if they in Lynn, Mass.,' is confined to the
We, the members of the W. P.
had any books which they would be house by illness.
willing to donate to the library,
Born, Friday, August 11th to Mr* M. Club wish to thank all who
and stating that they would be then and Mrs. Hallett Cook^ a daughter, helped in any way to make our fair
called fojr. The proposition was
Misses Eugene Campbell, Mar such a success.
,
W.P.M.CLUB.
; made that, as soqn as the library tha Campbell and L. M. Mennissey
can be opened for distribution of are guests at Ocean View Farm . Kennebunk Beach, Me.
books, it be placed in the assembly
Mr. L. D. Norton, bur popular ar
hall of the high school under the tist, is having an exhibition- at the BUTTER WRAPPERS
control of volunteer workers and Custom House this week.
ENTERPRISE OFFICE

KENNEBUNKPORT

4 Days CLEARANCE SALE
BEGINNING

WEDNESDAY, Aug. 23d

We quote a few of our many Bargains:

POTTER’S

Kennebunk Bargain Sture.

Kennebunk, Maine

